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Abstract—

The wireless networking community continuously questions
the accuracy and validity of simulation-based performance eval-
uations. The main reason is the lack of widely-accepted models
that represent the real wireless characteristics, especially at the
physical (PHY) layer. Hence, the trend in wireless networking is
to rely more and more on testbeds, which on one hand bring
more realism to network and protocol evaluation, but on the
other hand present a high implementation barrier before an idea
is ready to be tested. Therefore, realistic network simulators
are still very much needed to reduce the time and effort for
“concept testing” of novel ideas. In this case, the main question
is how detailed should wireless simulators be to evaluate network
and protocol performance. In this paper, we attempt a first
answer to this question by using the Berlin Open Wireless Lab
(BOWL) indoor model (BIM) in the ns-3 simulator. BIM includes
several measurement-based models to characterize wireless com-
munication such as frame detection ratio (FDR), frame error
ratio (FER), capture and interference models. Through extensive
measurements, we analyze the accuracy that we obtain with
these PHY-layer models. Our experiments also show whether
the detailed models at the PHY layer play an important role to
represent transport layer performance in simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of simulations for performance evaluation, in partic-

ular packet-level simulations, is today considered a big concern

due to the lack of accuracy in wireless models, especially at

the physical layer (PHY) [1]. As a result, wireless network

testbed deployments have become increasingly important for

the development and evaluation of network protocols and

algorithms. However, as testbeds require a high investment

in time, effort and resources, addressing the challenge of

designing more realistic PHY models for simulation once

again becomes important.

Certainly, modeling the wireless PHY layer is a gargantuan

task due to (1) the number of factors that need to be considered

(e.g., adjacent channel interference [2] or frame error rate

with overlapping packet transmissions) and (2) the time scale

difference between events at the PHY layer and the MAC layer

and above [7], [3]. In this paper, we focus mainly on radio

wave propagation, packet capture and interference in wireless

simulators. Simulators use different propagation models to as-

sign a received signal strength (RSS) at any potential receiver

node for every transmitted packet. Several works [4], [5],

[6], [7], [8] illustrated how different propagation models do

indeed add to the inaccuracy of wireless network simulation. In

previous work, we underlined the importance of measurement-

based site-specific link models [8] to be able to represent dif-

ferent characteristics of a wireless network. In this paper, our

objective is to determine the necessary and sufficient detail for

our wireless models to create a realistic representation of our

BOWL indoor wireless network testbed [9]. Our overarching

goal is to incite the creation of a collection of site-specific

models in simulators in the community, which will lead to

evaluation of new ideas in simulators in as many diverse

conditions as possible.

In [8], we developed the BOWL Indoor Model (BIM), a

measurement-based site-specific link model of our testbed for

ns-3, a well-known packet-level network simulator [10]. The

first version of BIM included propagation, frame detection and

frame error ratio models. The frame detection ratio (FDR)

model represents the detection of a frame on the medium and

the acquisition of the timing of the frame. The frame error

model (FER) handles the events after detection, which lead

to handing the frame over to the MAC layer if the payload

is successfully recovered, and otherwise dropping a frame. In

this work, we extend the FER model to provide more link-

level accuracy, and also add a capture and interference model.

The main goal of our work is to understand how much detail

BIM should include to represent the upper layer performance

of BOWL in a simulator. We summarize our contributions as:

• A comparison of different frame error ratio (FER) models

of increasing precision at the PHY layer. Our comparison

is performed against extensive measurements in an IEEE

802.11a wireless network testbed.

• Incorporation of capture and measurement-based inter-

ference models into BIM to evaluate performance with

multiple concurrent senders.

• Investigation of whether precision at the PHY layer

impacts performance evaluations at the transport layer.

Our results indicate that links in our wireless testbed show

high variability (e.g., highly varying FER and RSS ranges)

and can be roughly categorized as: (1) links that can be

modeled with less detail (i.e., simple-model links) and (2)

links that need to be modeled with more detail (i.e., complex-

model links). Hence, knowing which links fall under which

category helps reduce the measurement effort and modeling

complexity required to represent a wireless network in a

simulator. Second, even for the complex-model links, we show
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that high precision in FER does not necessarily provide more

accurate results at the transport layer. On the contrary, FDR,

capture and interference models play a significant role.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section II,

we review the background and the related work. In Section III,

we describe our testbed and our BOWL indoor model. Sec-

tion IV describes our measurement and simulation setup for

the enhanced BOWL indoor model, which includes extended

FER models, capture and interference models. In this section,

we also present the results from our measurement study of

the impact of FER accuracy and present PHY-layer results for

the capture and interference models. In Section V, we eval-

uate the higher layer performance with different propagation

models in the simulator and the performance observed during

measurements. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

There are a number of network simulators commonly used

by the wireless community, such as ns-2 [11], ns-3 [10],

Opnet [12] and QualNet [13]. The numerous wireless commu-

nication models in these simulators is a sign of the challenge in

designing realistic models. In this section, we will first review

the existing models, focusing especially on ns-3 [10], which

is the simulator used in this paper. We chose to work with

ns-3 mainly for its emphasis on integration with real systems.

Finally, we conclude this section with a short summary of the

related works on improving wireless simulation accuracy.

A. PHY/MAC Layer Models in Current Simulators

Most current simulators implement models for a wire-

less network interface controller based on the IEEE 802.11

PHY/MAC standard. All simulators include the typical

stochastic channel propagation models: the Friis model, the

two-ray ground model and a shadowing model [14], [15],

[16], [11]. In terms of interference modeling, ns-2 relies on a

threshold-based model where the signal strength is compared

against a single node at a time. Several works cautioned

against the realism of this model, and proposed the use of

a cumulative interference models that takes into account all

interfering nodes [17], [18], [19]

In the simulator of our choice, ns-3, the PHY layer is

implemented by the YansWifiPhy class (see [20], [21]). In

terms of propagation models, ns-3, contains various additional

models such as two log-distance models (LogDist and ThreeL-

ogDist) applicable to indoor propagation modeling, a constant

loss model, the COST-Hata model for urban-area propagation

(see Chapter 4 from [22]), a fast-fading Nakagami model for

modeling multi-path effects [16] (which can also be used for

Rayleigh fading), and the so-called Jakes propagation model

for Rayleigh fading in mobile environments [23].

In ns-3, the PHY layer can be in four states: TX, SYNC,

CCA_BUSY and IDLE. In the TX state, the PHY is currently

transmitting, and in the SYNC state, the PHY is synchronized

on a signal to receive the associated frame. The CCA_BUSY

represents the energy detection by the wireless radio. If the

PHY is not in any of these states, it is IDLE. The energy of

the received signal is determined by the chosen propagation

model. When the last bit of the synchronized packet k is

received, a packet error probability, Perr(k), is calculated and

used to decide whether the packet k is successfully received

or not. To make this decision, a uniformly random number is

drawn and compared with Perr(k). The value of Perr(k) is

computed based on the upper-bound of the error that may

be present on the part of the packet received at a given

interval l, Pe(k, l). This allows representing the changes in

error probability when different parts of the packet are subject

to different levels of interference. More specifically, Perr(k)
is computed as [20]:

Perr(k) = 1 −
∏

l

(1 − Pe(k, l)). (1)

Here, Pe(k, l) is derived based on an interval l of time t,

where the bit error rate, BER(k, t) and transmit rate, Rb(k, t)
are constant. The calculation of Pe(k, l) also takes into ac-

count forward error correction in IEEE 802.11a. BER(k, t)
is a function of the signal to noise and interference ratio,

SINR(k, t), based on the corresponding equations for dif-

ferent modulation schemes (see Equations (5)-(8) in [20]).

SINR(k, t) is calculated as [20]:

SINR(k, t) =
Sk(t)∑

m 6=k S(m, t) + Nf

, (2)

where
∑

m 6=k S(m, t) is the interference noise from other

packets m and Nf is the noise floor, which is a characteristic

of the receiver circuitry.

While ns-3 implements a quite complex model to represent

interference from concurrent senders, it currently does not

take into account the capture effect. With the capture effect,

a stronger frame that arrives during the reception of a weaker

frame can still be received successfully. Based on different

cards, different capture effects can be modeled. For instance,

with Prism chipsets a stronger frame can only be captured if

it arrives within the weaker frame’s preamble time [24]. On

the other hand, Atheros chipsets implement MIM (Message in

Message), which allows capturing frames even if they arrive

after the preamble time of the first frame [25], [24], [19]. In

Section IV, we describe the measurement-based interference

model and the capture model we adopted in further detail.

B. Improving Simulation Accuracy through Measurements

Even though PHY layer models become more sophisticated,

several measurement studies show that the existing models,

typically the channel propagation models, are not able to rep-

resent real environments accurately. This inaccuracy has far-

reaching effects [4], [5], [6], [8]. For instance, due to assuming

more wireless links are present than reality, routing layer

performance might be overestimated [26]. More importantly,

the comparison of two routing protocols may yield completely

different results (i.e., x outperforms y in the simulator but

not in reality). Nevertheless, wireless networking research still

needs simulation to be able to evaluate protocols independently

of the real system complexity and also to understand the
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Fig. 1. The BOWL indoor testbed spans two floors. There are five nodes on
the 16th floor (top picture) and four nodes on the 17th floor (bottom picture).
The host names are indicated with the convention: tel-floor-node.

performance in different network topologies, which is not

possible to test in a single testbed.

Hence, there are several works proposed to improve ac-

curacy, such as calibrating existing models to fit the real

network behavior by using testbed measurement results. In [6],

the results show that calibrating the ns-2 shadowing model

helps to match simulation results with the measurements in

terms of packet delivery ratio and network topology. In [7],

two different measurement methods were used for calibration.

First, the RSS between each pair of nodes in the testbed

was measured. Second, two nodes were moved to different

locations in the building, and the RSS between these two

nodes was recorded. Using these measurements, the authors

model propagation combining path-loss and log-normal shad-

owing and also model the deferral probability between two

nodes. Their results based on ns-2 show that measurement-

based models are able to achieve higher accuracy, whereas

uncalibrated models either underestimate or overestimate the

capacity. However, these studies do not take into account the

effect of radio-specific properties, such as preamble detec-

tion, capture [24], adaptive noise immunity or weak signal

detection [27], [28]. These issues play an important role as

shown in [8], [4], [5], [24]. Hence, while simulation models

do benefit from measurements, measuring the entire range

of different factors and calibrating a single model based on

these measurements are significant challenges. Therefore, in

this paper, we present a site-specific model, which allows

predicting channel characteristics for a link and evaluate what

details are needed to represent the characteristics of our links

in our indoor BOWL testbed.

III. BOWL TESTBED AND INDOOR SIMULATION MODEL

Our simulation models are based on measurements carried

out in the BOWL indoor testbed [9] at Telekom Innovation

Laboratories, in Berlin, Germany. In this section, we first

describe our testbed and then, explain our BOWL Indoor

Model (BIM), which forms the basis for this work.

A. System Description

The BOWL indoor testbed consists currently of nine nodes,

five of them are deployed in one floor, and the remaining four

reside on the floor above (see Fig. 1). The host names indicate

the floor and the node numbers. For instance, tel-16-2 is

the second node on the 16th floor. Each node has a Gatework

Avila GW2348-4 platform with 64 Mbyte of RAM, an Intel

XScale IXP425 533 MHz processor (ARM architecture) and

two Wistron CM9 miniPCI IEEE 802.11abg wireless network

interface cards (NIC), and a 8 dBi gain omnidirectional an-

tenna (with a 2 dB loss because of cabling). The wireless NIC

is an Atheros AR5213A [29]. We use OpenWrt 8.09.2 with

Linux kernel 2.6.26.8 as the operating system. The wireless

driver is the version maintained by OpenWrt, with revision

number 3314 with HAL 20090508. Additionally, all nodes

have a dedicated Ethernet management interface of 100 Mbit/s

capacity, which is used to collect measurement results on

a central server. To generate experiment traffic, we use one

dedicated load generator machine (loadgen) with Intel(R)

2.80 GHz processor, four CPU cores and 6 GB RAM. The

operating system is Linux version 2.6.32.

B. BOWL Indoor Model (BIM)

Our main simulation model, the BOWL indoor model

(BIM) [30], was originally proposed in [8]. It is a

measurement-based model of the BOWL indoor network and

comprised a radio propagation model, a frame detection ratio

(FDR) model and a frame error ratio (FER) model. FDR is the

ratio of all the detected frames (i.e., includes the frames with

errors) to the transmitted packets. FER is the ratio of frames

with errors to FDR. A frame has an error when it does not

pass the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).

BIM was added to ns-3 as a new propagation model. It made

the following modifications to the YansWifiPhy class:

• Support for feeding measurement-based RSS distributions

• Per-rate FDR threshold

• A FER model with RSS and modulation as parameters

• Transmit power behavior of Atheros hardware

• Recording of dropped frames in the radiotap trace

Our model is based on per-link RSS distributions. Based

on our measurements, for each link and for each combination

of data-rate and channel frequency, we build an empirical

cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the RSS. Our

data includes only the RSS of detected frames (i.e., excludes

frames that were dropped by the radio signal detection unit).

As we know exactly how many frames were transmitted, for

each lost frame, we represent its RSS as the corresponding

FDR threshold (i.e., the noise floor plus a data-rate specific

correction factor, see [8] for more details). In the simulator, the

RSS value for a given frame is obtained simply by sampling

the RSS distribution of the corresponding link taking into

account its data-rate and channel. The frames with RSS below

the FDR threshold are dropped. Frames equal to or higher than

the threshold are passed to the FER model, where the RSS and

data-rate of the frame is used to look up the corresponding
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS WITH RATE AND POWER LEVELS USED

Broadcast Experiments for
Database Construction and PHY Layer Validation

Simulation database 6, 24 and 54 Mbps. 8 power levels.

FER validation 6 and 54 Mbps. TX power 12 dBm.

Capture & interference validation 6 and 54 Mbps. 17 power levels
in total for interferer and transmitter.

Unicast Experiments for Transport Layer (TCP and UDP) Validation

Single Flow 6 and 54 Mbps. TX power 12 dBm

Multiple Flows (2-3 Flows) 6 and 54 Mbps. TX power 12 dBm.

frame error probability p. This probability is then compared

to a uniformly sampled random variable q (0 ≤ q ≤ 1). If
q > p, the frame is successfully received. Else, the frame

contains an error and is dropped.

IV. THE ENHANCED BOWL INDOOR MODEL

In the original BIM model, in contrast to our per-link

propagation and FDR models, the FER model is a network-

based model, obtained by aggregating measurement traces for

all links in the network. In this paper, we extended BIM

to provide different levels of precision in its FER model.

Furthermore, we included two models to represent capture and

interference effects. These extensions, and the new measure-

ment experiments to create and validate them, are the topic of

this section.

A. Measurement and Simulation Set-up

All our measurement study was conducted in the BOWL

indoor testbed, with nodes using a single wireless interface

configured for IEEE 802.11a [31]. All experiments were run

on channel 44 with packet size of 1024 B (Bytes). Before

each experiment, we always checked that the channel was free

of other interfering transmitters. Based on experiments with

different packet sizes (64 B and 512 B), we have noted that

for a small fraction of links (3 out of 51), packet size may

have an effect on observed frame errors at a given transmitter

power level. An extension of the model for different packet

sizes for particular links is planned but left for future work.

We ran several broadcast and unicast experiments to con-

struct the simulation database of links, as well as for validating

our results. Broadcast experiments are used to build the simu-

lation database as well as for PHY-layer simulation validations.

In broadcast experiments, senders were set up in ahdemo

mode1, which disables the transmission of all management

frames (e.g. beacons). This allows us to run experiments

without any control overhead. The receivers were set up in

monitor mode2, which allows us to gather the link layer

information (e.g., RSS) using the so-called radiotap header3.

In all broadcast experiments, there is always only one sender

at a given time. In all cases, each experiment comprises several

measurement runs for each sender. Because the accumulated

duration of all runs for a given node can be on the order of an

1http://madwifi-project.org/wiki/UserDocs/AhdemoInterface
2http://madwifi-project.org/wiki/UserDocs/MonitorModeInterface
3http://madwifi-project.org/wiki/DevDocs/RadiotapHeader

hour or more, a given sender does not perform all the runs in a

row. After each measurement run, another sender was chosen.

All measurement runs for a given experiment have the same

setup. Tcpdump was used to collect traces at each receiver.

These traces were redirected to and stored on a central server

using the Ethernet management interface. For all experiments,

CBR UDP broadcast traffic is generated using the Iperf tool.

Because of the broadcast transmission, no RTS/CTS control

frames are transmitted. All experiments were conducted during

the work days (i.e., excluding weekends). For the sake of

studying the day-night effect, each experiment was repeated

20 times.

The differences among the different broadcast experiments

are the number of rate and power levels used. These differ-

ences are summarized in Table I. For instance, for database

construction, we use all the combination of the data-rates in

IEEE 802.11a and eight different transmit powers: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12 and 13 dBm. Here, changing the transmit power helps

to create varying RSS conditions at the receivers, which leads

to building a more accurate database. For validation we pick

two rates (the lowest, 6 Mbps and the highest, 54 Mbps) and

a single power level (12 dBm was chosen as it is the highest

common power for different rates for Atheros cards).

Unicast experiments are used to validate the transport layer

performance based on the new BIM extensions. In these

experiments, before and after each experiment, broadcast

sessions were run to update the simulation database for frame

detection. In unicast experiments, all nodes were setup in

ahdemo mode. Each experiment used either TCP Reno or UDP.

In these experiments, we switched to using ns-3 as a traffic

generator to have a consistent protocol stack (e.g., the same

TCP implementation) for both measurements and simulations.

To this end, we used the OnOffApplication class with

an always-on setting. We tried to saturate the channel for the

chosen modulation and coding rate. We achieved 5 Mbps for

6 Mbps transmit rate, but achieved 20 Mbps for 54 Mbps

transmit rate due to CPU limitations.

This ns-3 simulator ran in loadgen connected to the BOWL

indoor testbed (see Section III-A). We used ns-3 version

3.104. The simulated topology represents our node deployment

shown in Fig. 1. In simulations, the transmission of beacon

management frames is also disabled. We use our BIM model

with IEEE 802.11a PHY settings. We set the noise floor value

to the one in our measurement traces. Each simulation scenario

was run for ten times using different seeds. All simulation

results are presented with their 95% confidence intervals.

B. Enhanced FER Models

Before designing more advanced FER models, as a first

step, we verified whether the FER performance varies from

receiver to receiver. For this evaluation, we used the “sim-

ulation database experiments” (see Table I). Based on these

experiments, where each sender takes turns to transmit frames

with eight different power and rate levels, we can identify the

4The latest release 3.13 does not contain any changes that affect our work.
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Fig. 3. The per-link FER performance for selected links for receivers
tel-16-1 and tel-16-4.

range of RSS values with FER higher than 5% and lower than

95%. We call this range as the “gray area”, as we consider that

a FER value higher than 95% correspond to significantly weak

links, and a FER value lower than 5% represent strong links.

Fig. 2 shows the gray area for each receiver in our testbed

with two different rates: 6 Mbps and 54 Mbps. We observe

that for each rate both the width, and the RSS values covered

in the gray area deviate per receiver. For instance, while the

typical RSS range for receivers at 54 Mbps lie between −76
and −72 dBm, for tel-16-3 this range is between −69 and

−62 dBm. Another example is tel-16-4, where the gray

area for 6 Mbps is significantly larger than others (between

−96 and −88 dBm). We also evaluated per-link FER variation.

Fig. 3 shows selected links of two receivers, tel-16-1 and

tel-16-4 as examples. For tel-16-1, we see that the

links from tel-16-4 and tel-17-1 improve in terms

of FER as the RSS at tel-16-1 increases (i.e, as these

transmitters increase their transmit powers). On the other hand,

the link from tel-16-3 is a very weak link and for the cases

tel-16-1 can hear this node, the FER remains ≈ 95%. For

tel-16-4, both transmitters, tel-17-2 and tel-17-3

experience low FER as the RSS at tel-16-4 increases.

However, for both nodes, the FER performance in the gray

area is significantly different, the link from tel-17-3 being

stronger.

Based on receiver-based and link-based measurement re-

sults, we conclude that a more detailed FER model might

achieve better accuracy in simulations. To evaluate how much

benefit we can get from a more detailed model, we consider

two extensions. The Receiver-based FER model assumes

that receiving the packet correctly depends on the receiver’s

environment and hardware. Hence, each receiver has a differ-

ent FER model based on the aggregated FER measurements

from all senders. To construct the simulation database for this

model, we used the same traces as the network-based model.

However, in this case, the traces were aggregated based on the

receiver node and the data-rate. When there were not enough

frames received by a receiver at a particular RSS, we used

the network-based model to fill this gap via interpolation. The

Link-based FER model is the most detailed FER model as

there exists a FER model for each sender-receiver pair. This

model is especially useful when there is high link diversity

in the network. To construct the link-based FER database, the

measurement traces were aggregated based on a given link and

data-rate. Again, we fill the gap in the link-based FER tables

using receiver and network-based tables and interpolation.

To evaluate the benefit from the two new models, we

compare them against (1) BIM without our FER model (i.e.,

ns-3 BER-based model is used to decide whether a packet

is received correctly or not, see Section II-A), (2) BIM with

network-based FER model, and (3) BOWL testbed measure-

ments. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) depict the case when the senders

used 6 and 54 Mbps transmission rates. The graphs show

the frame reception ratio (FRR) for all links in ascending

order. FRR is actually FDR × (1-FER), which is the ratio

of the detected packets that passed the CRC check. We see

that in both cases, that majority of the links fall either in

the category of strong links (> 95% FRR) or do not exist

(≈< 0% FRR). Hence, these links can be modeled with

simple models. On the other hand, for a small number of

links (5 out of 51 for both 6 and 54 Mbps), more detailed

models significantly improve the simulation performance of

these links. The improvements are especially significant for

54 Mbps, as it is a less robust rate compared to 6 Mbps and

hence, modeling the frame error behavior precisely is more

important. The results show that the link-based FER model

can reduce the normalized root-mean square error (NRMSE)

to 3.24%, where as the NRMSE for receiver-based model is

7%, networked-based model is 10.81%, and the ns-3 BER

model is 12.79%. Therefore, at the PHY layer, indeed, a more

detailed model helps improve representing “gray area” links.

In Section V, we further evaluate how much difference detailed

models make in comparison to more simpler models.

C. Interference and Capture Models for BIM

In our previous work [8], and the previous subsections, we

only considered the cases with a single sender at a time. To
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Fig. 4. FER validation for two different rates. Five out of 51 links are
complex-model links with 5% < FRR < 95%.

be able to represent the performance with multiple senders,

we need to add an interference model to BIM. As explained

in Section II-A, ns-3 has already a quite complex interference

model based on BER calculations. The model calculates the

SINR taking into account that multiple packets might be

overlapping at different times (see Equations 1 and 2).

For BIM, we adopt a measurement-based interference model

based on [32] (see Equations 2-7 in [32]). Our goal is to

decide whether a receiver r will correctly decode a packet

from sender s, while there are competing packets. In [32],

the probability of correctly decoding packets from s to r

is represented as pr(Ssr), where Ssr true incoming signal

energy at the receiver r from s. Given the average external

interference, Ir, and δr, which is the SINR threshold for the

receiver r to be able to decode a packet for a given modulation,

pr(Ssr) is calculated as:

pr(Ssr) = Prob[
Ssr

Ir + Nf

≥ δr], (3)

where Nf is the noise floor. Using the RSS measurements,

Ssr can be approximated as Ssr ≈ Rsr − Ir. Values of Ir are

calculated based on the assumption that the variation in RSS

Fig. 5. The implementation of capture and interference model in BIM.

measurements stem mainly from external interference. Hence,

Ir can be calculated as the mean excess of RSS values over

the corresponding minimum measured values.

The delivery probability from s to r , when t is interfering

is denoted as pr(Ssr, Str), and approximated as:

p(Ssr, Str) = Prob[
Rsr − Ir

Rtr − Ir + Ir + Nf

≥ δr] (4)

= Prob[Ir ≤
Rsr − Ir

δr

− (Rtr − Ir) − Nf ] (5)

While based on our measurements, we have FDR and FER

for each independent sender, we do not have measurements

for multiple senders. Therefore, we adopt the hypothetical

single sender method (HSSM) from [32]. The RSS from

this hypothetical sender is RXt
sr. Given that this hypothetical

sender has the same interference threshold in Equation 5:

RXt
sr − Ir

δr

− Nf =
Rsr − Ir

δr

− (Rtr − Ir) − Nf (6)

RXt
sr = Rsr − δr(Rtr − Ir) (7)

Using RXt
sr, then we can apply the FDR and FER model to

decide whether an incoming packet from s can be received

in the presence of t. Note that, as also stated in [32], this

model ignores the temporal considerations (i.e., whether the

interfering packet starts transmissions before or after the

main packet). This is, in our implementation, handled through

the capture model, which represents the MIM (Message in

Message) (see Section II-A) capability of our Atheros radios.

Note that, by default, ns-3 assumes that the radio locks on the

first packet and drops all other incoming packets (even though

their interference is taken into account).

To add interference and capture models to BIM, we create

a new BIMInterference class. Fig. 5 shows the flowchart

of our implementation. In our implementation, when a NEW

packet arrives, it is added to the “Interference” list. Then, the
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status of the radio is checked. If the radio is in TX or switching

modes, the packet is dropped. If the radio is IDLE, the radio is

switched to RX, and the reception of the new packet is notified.

On the other hand, if the radio is already in RX mode, then it

is checked whether the RSS of the NEW packet is higher than

the current packet. If yes, the MIM model is applied, and the

current packet is canceled and the radio starts receiving the

NEW packet. If no, the NEW packet is dropped. We denote the

packet that the radio decides to receive as the winner. At the

end of the receive duration of the winner, the RSS value is

recalculated, taking into account all the overlapping interfering

packets. Next, the FDR model is used to decide whether the

packet can be detected. Then, based on the FER model, we

decide the fate of the winner as either Success or Fail.

In the rest of the section, we evaluate the BIM interference

and capture model (i.e., HSSM and capture model). Similar to

the previous evaluations, we investigate 6 and 54 Mbps data-

rates. The experiment includes three nodes: receiver, sender

and interferer. To evaluate different interference conditions,

15 different transmit power-levels between the sender and the

interferer were tested for a duration of 120 seconds each. For

6 Mbps, the difference between incoming signal powers of the

transmitter and the interferer at the receiver ranges between

1 − 15 dB. This range is 18 − 34 dB for 54 Mbps.

We compare the BIM model against 4 different models (see

Figs. 6 and 7). The model with the least detail is the default

ns-3 model described in Section II-A (referred as NS3 BER

& no capture model in the figures). Each model has varying

levels of detail e.g., either includes link-based FER model,

uses HSSM instead of the ns-3 interference model or has the

capture model. The results show that for both 6 Mbps and

54 Mbps data-rates, the capture model has a significant impact

on accuracy. Additionally, for both 6 Mbps and 54 Mbps,

HSSM is able to represent the measurement trends (adding

the capture model increases the accuracy significantly). Fur-

thermore, the impact from HSSM becomes more apparent

for 54 Mbps. This is expected: as 54 Mbps is a less robust

modulation coding rate, it benefits more from higher precision.

The PHY layer results show that HSSM with capture is the

most accurate model. We will next evaluate the impact of these

models on transport layer protocols.

V. DOES DETAIL MATTER TO UPPER LAYERS?

The goal of our evaluation in this section is to understand the

impact from more precise PHY-layer models on transport-layer

performance in wireless simulators. Again, in all our experi-

ments, we used either the lowest transmission rate (6 Mbps) or

the highest transmission rate (54 Mbps). The transport protocol

was either UDP or TCP. We compare the testbed measurement

results with four simulation models: (1) Threelogdist (2) BIM

FER (Network-based), (3) BIM FER (Receiver-based) and

(4) BIM FER (Link-based). We used nonlinear least squares

(NLS) to find an appropriate fitting for each parameter of

Threelogdist based on the measurement data. In the remainder

of this section, we present our evaluations based on: (1) single

flows and (2) multiple concurrent flows (see Table I).
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Fig. 6. Interference validation for 6Mbps
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A. Single Flows

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show the performance at 6 Mbps

with single flows when the transport protocol is UDP and

TCP, respectively. We observe that indeed our site-specific

model, BIM is able to capture the upper layer performance

significantly better than both Friis and Threelogdist models.

This underlines the importance of measurement-based models

to represent the performance of a given network in simulations.

Essentially, both Friis and Threelogdist models predict high

throughput for the links that no packets could be delivered

during measurements. BIM is able to represent such links

better. For the gray area links, however, the situation is

different. Even though, in Section IV-B, we obtain better frame

reception ratio with more precise FER models, for transport-

layer throughput, this does not play a role and the performance

with BIM + NS3 BER model is comparable to FER models.

Note that as TCP involves complex retransmission and timeout

mechanisms, the NRMSE of all the evaluated models increase

compared to the UDP case. We obtain similar trends when
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Fig. 8. Transport layer validation for 6 Mbps. Both
figures plot normalized absolute throughput error =

|meaured throughput−simulation throughput|
max measured throughput−min measured throughput

TABLE II
NRMSE FOR 54 MBPS FOR UDP AND TCP TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS.

Model UDP TCP

Threelogdist 32.15% 42.84%

BIM + NS3 BER 6.05% 2.41%

BIM + Network-based FER 7.76% 5.9%

BIM + Receiver-based FER 9.35% 7.43%

BIM + Link-based FER 8.75% 6.07%

54 Mbps transmit rate is used (see Table II). Again Friis and

Threelogdist models result in high NRMSE values, whereas

the BIM model achieves significantly close performance to the

measurement results. Also combining the observations with

6 Mbps results, it is not possible to identify the best error

model as all models perform comparably well and no model

consistently outperforms the other.

B. Multiple Concurrent Flows

To evaluate the simulation models for the multiple concur-

rent flows scenario, we chose 25 different sets of six nodes.

The communication graph of links in BOWL were used to

TABLE III
NRMSE OF THROUGHPUT, LIR AND JAIN’S FAIRNESS INDEX FOR 6 MBPS

FOR BOTH UDP AND TCP. (THE RESULTS ARE IN %.)

Model Throughput LIR Fairness
TCP UDP TCP UDP TCP UDP

NS3 BER 24.93 23.15 16.32 16.17 18.62 13.41

LB FER 17.97 13.37 11.6 10.06 21.12 15.76

LB FER 18.08 13.51 11.66 10.11 21.63 16.36

+ HSSM

LB FER 15.55 17.45 10.8 11.73 16.3 11.09

+ Cap.

LB FER + 18.24 20.64 13.26 15.25 13.72 10.62

HSSM + Cap.

pick the participant nodes in the experiment. To create a set

of six nodes, each time, a link was randomly chosen, and

removed from the graph until three links are chosen. In this

way, more than 100 three-link sets were found, out of which

25 are chosen. In each set, three nodes acted as senders and the

remaining three acted as corresponding receivers. Each sender

communicated with only a particular receiver and transmitted

data with 5Mbps for 120 s creating either TCP or UDP traffic.

We use three metrics to compare the accuracy of the

different simulation models (the same models presented in

Section IV-C): Throughput, Link Interference Ratio (LIR) [33]

and Jain’s fairness index. LIR is calculated as follows:

LIRAB,CD =
U

AB,CD
AB + UABCD

CD

UAB + UCD

, (8)

where U
AB,CD
AB and U

AB,CD
CD the unicast throughput for links

AB and CD when they are active simultaneously, UAB and

UCD are the throughput for links AB and CD when the link

is the only link active in the environment.

Jain’s fairness index is calculated as:

J(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
(
∑n

i=1
xi)

2

n.
∑n

i=1
x2

i

, (9)

where xi is the throughput for a flow i.

Fig. 9(a) shows the throughput results at 6 Mbps PHY

layer transmit rate for TCP, whereas Fig. 9(b) shows LIR

performance. For the sake of clarity of the figures, we depict

three models: BIM (NS3 BER & no capture), BIM (LB FER,

HSSM and capture), BIM (LB FER, capture). The results for

the rest of the models are summarized in Table III. Similar

to the PHY layer results presented in Section IV-C, we see

that the inclusion of the capture model improves simulation

accuracy significantly.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have used extensive measurements to eval-

uate different simulation models, which have different levels

of precision. In particular, we investigated the importance of

detailed frame error rate (FER), and interference and capture

models. Our study allows us to understand the level of detail

needed in wireless simulations to be able to represent the real

network behavior. For instance, while more accuracy at the

PHY layer can typically be obtained with more precise models,

this is not always the case for higher layers (transport layer in
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Fig. 9. Transport layer validation (multi-flow) with TCP for 6 Mbps.

this paper). Even at the PHY layer, we have shown that precise

models only help with a small percentage of more dynamic

links, while “strong” and “weak” links can afford simpler

models. Our results underline the importance of modeling

the behavior of wireless network cards (e.g., Atheros MIM

capture behavior), which especially play the most significant

role for concurrent multiple flows. For future work, we plan to

investigate the accuracy of BIM models with higher number of

single-hop and multi-hop flows, and different traffic models.
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